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Genre: Racing
Developer:
Eutechnyx
Publisher:
Dusenberry Martin Racing
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000 (2*3000 MHz)

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 7 GB available space
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\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Everyone who played Weird Worlds (Infinite Space II)
probably loved it as the '30 Minute Star Control 2'. Well, a decade later here's a third instalment that adds very little new and
makes the UI far worse. Firstly, the horrendous 3D map. It takes a bit of getting used to, but eventually, if you turn Nebula
Density down to low, you will learn to get around. The inventory and item collection screens are really clunky too, but after
much trial and error you'll discover that deep down this is exactly the same game as Weird Worlds, except far ugly and harder to
use.. extremely laggy port. I recommend getting it on an iPad or iPhone, instead. It's a good game, with an extremely
♥♥♥♥♥♥ port. Do not buy it on Steam. It runs perfectly fine on Apple devices, as well as cheaper on Apple devices.. This
game is about the soldier :D do You kill a zombie, put your guns,and buy new weapons.

Pluses:
Though the game is new,but the bugs until I saw
For the price - this is a very cool game :). This was quite fun for the first several hours but quickly becomes repeated maps and
starts to grind. I really liked the setting and the unique subject.. Tis will become the new Bad Rats. Except worse.
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Its a tetris with music. Perfect!. Fantastic little game from a time when Ubisoft still put money behind risky endeavors and
creativity. I'm not a fan of Arkane studios, but there is a lot to like here. The story is pretty ordinary for this type of fantasy
setting and kind of terribly paced; fortunately, between the colorful characters and the solid voice work, it's endearing enough to
keep you going.

Gameplay is where the game shines. Arkane took the Source engine in its early years, saw the potential of the then-ground-
breaking physics engine and outdid Valve in their own game. Technically a RPG with no set classes, you can mix skills for a
variety of builds. Sticking to one of three (warrior, mage, thief) is going to provide the maximum effectiveness, of course. A lot
of the combat is physics-based, especially in early game. Pick up rocks and crates and barrels and throw them at your enemies.
Kick them onto spikes and fire and into bottomless pits. Use spells for traps and attacks, or stay in the shadows and pick them
off from a distance with your trusty bow.

On average, it's a really well-balanced game, but the thing that impressed me personally was the level design. Levels are created
in a manner that accommodates all three basic builds. Right when you barge in like a simpleton and take down a bunch of
enemies and swipe the sweat off your brow, you look around and see different pathways and doors and traps you could've used
instead. You don't see this level of attention to detail, especially in regards to level design, in modern games.

There are some issues you should be aware of; it's not perfectly polished and melee combat does feel somewhat janky. Enemies
have the nasty habit of ignoring your blocks if the camera isn't facing them just right and the physics can screw you over just as
much as they can the enemy. FOV is a little too low, if that bothers you and timing attacks in melee leaves you open more than
they should. I've had a few crashes, but with quick-saving available, that didn't present much of a problem. Also, for as much as
I gush over the game complimenting the different play-styles, there are at least two scripted combat sequences that don't seem to
fit.

All in all, this game is a steal for 5 bucks and you should absolutely play it. Especially if you're a fan of the Thief series, the
stealth build makes this the best Thief clone I've ever seen. Just remember to pack up a lot of antidotes and to not waste any skill
points on telekinesis. Just trust me on that.. Very nice route and great loco selection, detailing is excellent too.
Routes are a little short and I would not really class it as southwales, since when has Bristol been in Wales? 95% focuses on
Bristol. it should have actually focused on South Wales.

NOW FOR THE BIG BUTS.....

It is full of serious bugs, here is what i have come accross so far :-

Routes not completable as you get stuck at reds lights forever especially around Newport.
Speed limits are missing from the hub or set incorrectly (says 20 on hub when it really is 15 or hub says 40 and it really is 20)
thus you end up speeding.
You cannot move off from a station platform (happens when driving class158 or 175) as there is already another train on same
track sat on the same platform ahead and never moves.
Game freezes on routes regardless of settings or locos used.
When you do manage to get to the end of a route and stop, you wait for the congrats but all you get is an ERROR, your consist
has derailed..... even though you are sat at a platform :\/

I do recommend it because its brilliant but at the same time do not recomemed, I advise people refrain from purchasing until the
bad bugs are fixed, because of this I have to select NO until they fix the bugs.
I will re-review when they are all fixed.. one of the few bad hidden object games on steam.. Why the hell did I get a 75% off
discount for this game, I bought it on release.

Also, I would recommend this game to anyone new to the escapists, but honestly I preferred the first game for its simplicity.
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